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QUESTION: 101   
A richtext field on the main form of Paki's Domino application is often populated with multiple 
sections, and the users sometimes type multiple spaces to separate portions of text. Paki would 
like to ensure that all sections are expanded automatically when displayed on the Web, and he 
needs to ensure that displayed text includes the multiple consecutive spaces that users may have 
typed. How can he do this? 
 
 
 
A.   Create a Computed for Display text field named $$HTMLOptions on the form. Set the field 
to be multi-value, and set the values to be: ForceSectionExpand=1, TextExactSpacing=1 
B.   Create a Computed for Display text field named $$HTMLOptions on the form. Set the field 
to be multi-value, and set the values to be: ForceSectionExpand="0", TextExactSpacing="0" 
C.   From the Defaults tab of the Form properties, locate the On Web Access section. Enable the 
options for "Expand richtext sections" and "Preserve white space" 
D.   From the Advanced tab of the Form properties, locate the On Web Access section. Enable the 
options for "Expand all sections" and "Do not trim white space" 
 
 
 
Answer: A 
 

 
QUESTION: 102  
Steven has written the following code in a Shared Action: 
Dim s As New NotesSession 
Dim ndir As NotesDirectory 
Set ndir = s.GetDirectory( s.CurrentDatabase.Server )  
Dim nav As NotesDirectoryNavigator 
Set nav = ndir.LookupNames("($Users)", "All", "MailAddress", True)  
Msgbox nav.CurrentName 
Assuming a match is found, what will display when a user executes the Action? 
 
 
 
A.   "All" 
B.   "MailAddress" 
C.   The name of the Directory used for the lookup 
D.   The name displayed in the first column of the matching entry in the "($Users)" view 
 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION: 103   
When using the new RestrictToItemNames property in the NotesDXLExporter class to limit the 
document items that are exported, what is the format of the item names you provide? 
 
 



 
A.   An array of NotesItem objects 
B.   A single comma-delimited string containing the item names 
C.   An array of strings, with each item in the array representing an item name 
D.   An array of strings, with each item in the array representing an item name or a wildcard 
specification 
 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
QUESTION: 104   
Kenton is building an agent in his Employee Profiles database located on HUB/ACME. The 
agent needs to update the Email address field on the Employee Profile document with the 
InternetAddress field located in the Domino Directory. How can Kenton get a Directory object 
on the server? 
 
 
 
A.   Call session.GetDatabase(SUB/ACME) 
B.   Call session.GetDominoDirectory(SUB/ACME) 
C.   Set directory = session.GetDirectory(SUB/ACME) 
D.   Set directory = session.GetDbDirectory(SUB/ACME) 
 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
QUESTION: 105 
Yolanda is using the NotesDXLExporter class to export all the documents in a Notes database. 
She will then use the NotesDXLImporter class to reload that data to a new Notes database. She 
used the UncompressedAttachments property of NotesDXLExporter to decompress any 
attachments during her export. She wants to keep the attachments uncompressed when she 
reloads the data. What does she need to do in order to accomplish that? 
 
 
 
A.   Set the Compression property of the NotesDXLImporter class to False. 
B.   Set the SuppressCompression property of the NotesDXLImporter class to True. 
C.   Set the desiredcompression?attribute in the <file> element of the DXL file to be 
ncompressed 
D.   Remove the desiredcompression attribute from the <file> element in the DXL file prior to 
importing the data 
 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
QUESTION: 106   



Gerhard is reviewing an agent that will be used to export data from the Purchasing application. 
Documents in the application often contain a variety of attachments, such as word processing 
documents, spreadsheets, and scanned images of invoices. Gerhard needs to ensure that all of 
these file attachments are included in the export, and is concerned when he sees these lines in the 
agent: Set exporter = session.CreateDXLExporter exporter.OmitMiscFileObjects = True. What 
will be the result if the lines are left unchanged? 
 
 
A.   These lines will exclude all attached, embedded, or other files from the export. Gerhard 
should change the second line to: exporter.OmitRichtextAttachments = False 
B.   The attachments about which Gerhard is concerned are not affected by the 
OmitMiscFileObjects property. This property affects only application-specific data that does not 
correspond to items named "$FILE". 
C.   'Standard' file objects include word processing and spreadsheet files. Since image files are 
addressed separately by the Exporter, setting OmitMiscFileObjects = True would prevent the 
attached image files from being exported. 
D.   The OmitMiscFileObjects property affects attachments that correspond to items named 
"$FILE", such as the various files about which Gerhard is concerned. Gerhard should change the 
second line to: exporter.OmitRichtextAttachments = False 
 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION: 107  
Monica is developing an application to display sales summary data. A Web user will select a 
customer and specify a month and year, and then the application will display a summary of the 
associated sales. The sales data will be retrieved from a DB2 enabled Notes database. How 
should Monica proceed? 
 
 
 
A.   Use @URLQueryString to parse parameters from the user input, and dynamically compose a 
DB2 Query View with a SQL statement using those parameters. 
B.   Use @URLQueryString to parse parameters from the user input, and dynamically compose a 
DB2 Access View with a SQL statement using those parameters. 
C.   Use the InputFormat=JSON URL command to allow parsing of parameters from user input. 
Dynamically compose a DB2 Query View with a SQL statement using those parameters. 
D.   Use the InputFormat=JSON URL command to allow parsing of parameters from user input. 
Dynamically compose a DB2 Access View with a SQL statement using those parameters. 
 
 
 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION: 108   
Alexia has created a form that her assistant, Bryan, uses to schedule department meetings. Bryan 



can use the embedded scheduler to check everyone's schedules before planning the meeting time. 
There are two senior managers whom Alexia likes to have invited to the meetings, but if their 
schedules are full, she would like to give Bryan an easy way to just check the schedules of the 
rest of the department. What could Alexia do to make this easier for Bryan? 
 
 
 
A.   Code a form action to set the SelectiveInvite property = "1" to allow Bryan to control which 
of the staff and manager calendars will be checked for open times. 
B.   Code a form action to set the DisplayCheckboxes property = "1" to allow Bryan to control 
which of the staff and manager calendars will be checked for open times. 
C.   Code a form action to set the SelectiveInvite property = True to allow Bryan to control which 
of the staff and manager calendars will be checked for open times. 
D.   Code a form action to set the DisplayCheckboxes property = True to allow Bryan to control 
which of the staff and manager calendars will be checked for open times. 
 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
QUESTION: 109   
Delphine is preparing to export a number of mail databases to DXL. Options for the 
MIMEOption property include MIMEOPTION_DXL and MIMEOPTION_RAW, but Delphine 
isn't sure if the option she has coded should be used for the export of these mail files. Here is 
how she has currently set the property: 
Set exporter = session.CreateDXLExporter exporter.MIMEOption = MIMEOPTION_DXL 
Should she change the second line to use MIMEOPTION_RAW instead? 
 
 
 
A.   MIMEOPTION_DXL is the default, but it is not recommended when exporting mail 
databases because mail messages often include formatting and file attachments. She should edit 
the line to use MIMEOPTION_RAW.  
B.   MIMEOPTION_DXL is only recommended when exporting mail databases because most of 
the items are processed and converted into a single stream of MIME data (similar to actions of the 
Domino router). Delphine is exporting mail files, so she can keep this line intact. 
C.   MIMEOPTION_RAW is the default setting and is recommended when exporting mail 
databases because most of the items are processed and converted into a single stream of MIME 
data (similar to actions of the Domino router). She should edit the line, or simply remove it. 
D.   MIMEOPTION_DXL was the only DXL format for MIME data prior to Release 8 of IBM 
Lotus Notes Domino, and therefore is the default setting. While Delphine could leave the line 
intact, she should consider using the new MIMEOPTION_RAW setting because it yields more 
compact output files, and retains more of the original formatting information. 
 
 
 
Answer: B 



 
QUESTION: 110  
Urias has written an agent to export DXL from a Notes database. He will later import this DXL 
into a new database. Here is an excerpt of the code: 
Dim exporter As NotesDXLExporter 
Set exporter = s.CreateDXLExporter exporter.RichTextOption = RICHTEXTOPTION 
_RAW Call exporter.SetInput(db)  
Call exporter.SetOutput(stream)  
Call exporter.Process 
Why did Urias include the line setting the RichTextOption to RICHTEXTOPTION_RAW? 
 
 
 
A.   Setting the RichTextOption property to RICHTEXTOPTION_RAW causes richtext to be 
exported as a <rawitemdata> element, which ensures that the exported data is the same as the 
original. This is the default option, so Urias only included the line for clarity. 
B.   Setting the RichTextOption property to RICHTEXTOPTION_RAW causes richtext to be 
exported as a <rawitemdata> element. The raw text of richtext items is exported, ignoring 
formatting and attachments. This is the default option, so Urias only included the line for clarity. 
C.   Setting the RichTextOption property to RICHTEXTOPTION_RAW causes richtext to be 
exported as a <rawitemdata> element, which ensures that the exported data is the same as the 
original. The default option, RICHTEXTOPTION_DXL, would have caused richtext to be output 
as a <richtext> element. 
D.   Setting the RichTextOption property to RICHTEXTOPTION_RAW causes richtext to be 
exported as a <rawitemdata> element. The raw text of richtext items is exported, ignoring 
formatting and attachments. Urias included the line because the default option, 
RICHTEXTOPTION_DXL, would have caused richtext to be output as a <richtext> element. 
 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
QUESTION: 111   
What new NotesDocumentCollection method will create a copy of an existing document 
collection? 
 
 
 
A.   Copy 
B.   Clone 
C.   Duplicate 
D.   CreateCopy 
 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION: 112   



Rikki is using the NotesDirectory class to look up the internet address for a person from the 
Directory on the HUB/ACME server. Complete the missing line of code in the following agent: 
Dim session As New NotesSession 
Dim directory as NotesDirectory 
Dim navigator as NotesDirectoryNavigator 
Dim internetAddress As Variant 
Dim userName As String Dim itemName() As String Redim itemName (1 to 1) 
itemName(1) = nternetAddress userName = ohn Doe 
Set directory = session.GetDirectory(SUB/ACME) 
<missing code> 
internetAddress = navigator.GetFirstItemValue 
Msgbox (he internet address for + userName + is + Cstr(internetAddress(0))) 
 
 
 
A.   Call directory.LookupView(Users itemName, True) 
B.   Set navigator = directory.LookupView(Users itemName, watch) 
C.   Set directory = navigator.LookupNames(Users, userName, itemName, True)  
D.   Set navigator = directory.LookupNames(Users userName, itemName, True) 
 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
QUESTION: 113 
Zhong supports the Orders database. He has been asked to give users a way to select a category 
from a view and have the category name and all view entries within the category copied to a table 
that can then be pasted into a memo. The table needs to include a link back to each document 
represented by a view entry. How should Zhong proceed? 
 
 
 
A.   Create a view action. In the Programmer's Pane, enter the formula: 
@Command([CopySelectedAsTable])Instruct the users to select the category name, click the 
view action, and then paste the table in the memo. 
B.   Create a view action. In the Programmer's Pane, enter the formula: 
@Command([CopySelectedAsTable]) Instruct the users to select the category name and all 
documents from the category, click the view action, and then paste the table in the memo. 
C.   Create a view action. In the Programmer's Pane, enter the formula: 
@Command([CopySelectedAsTable]) Ensure that the category is the first categorized column in 
the view. Instruct the users to select the category name, click the view action, and then paste the 
table in the memo. 
D.   Create a view action. In the Programmer's Pane, enter the formula: 
@Command([CopySelectedAsTable]). The category must be the first categorized column in the 
view. Instruct the users to select the category name and all documents from the category, click the 
view action, and then paste the table in the memo. 



 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION: 114   
Karl wrote a Web service in a local database using Domino Designer, and he wants to test it 
from his local workstation using a Notes 8 client. He highlights the Web service in Designer and 
chooses the menu option, "Design - Preview in Default Web Browser". What happens? 
 
 
 
A.   A Web page opens in the default web browser, with a link to the WSDL file for the Web 
service on the local machine 
B.   A Web page opens in the default web browser, with an example SOAP message for each 
method in the Web service 
C.   A Web page opens in the default web browser, with forms that can be filled out in order to 
send SOAP requests to the Web service 
D.   Karl is prompted for a server name, and if a replica of the database is found on that server 
then the design changes that Karl just made are replicated to the server and the Web service on 
the server opens in a browser window 
 
 
 
Answer: A 
 

 
QUESTION: 115  
After importing a WSDL file into a LotusScript script library to generate Web service consumer 
code, what is the basic structure of the code that is generated? 
 
 
 
A.   A single class with a method for each Web service method that is defined, and custom types 
for complex data types if necessary 
B.   A single class with a method for each Web service method that is defined, and additional 
classes for complex data types if necessary 
C.   A public function or subroutine for each Web service method that is defined, with custom 
types for complex data types if necessary 
D.   A class that connects to the Web service, a public function or subroutine for each Web 
service method that is defined, and additional classes for complex data types if necessary 
 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION: 116   
Chris is creating a Web service consumer in Domino. He has a URL that he has used from a Web 
browser to browse the WSDL for the Web service he will consume. He does not have a copy of 



the WSDL file on his computer. When he selected the option to import the WSDL, he was 
presented with a window prompting him to enter a file name. How can Chris get the WSDL 
imported into his Web service consumer? 
 
 
 
A.   Enter the URL of the WSDL as the file name, and click the Open button. Domino will then 
import the WSDL. 
B.   Select the "Retrieve WSDL from Web" option. A window displays prompting for the "WSDL 
Web address". Enter the URL of the WSDL as the Web address, and click the Open button. 
Domino will then import the WSDL. 
C.   Enter the URL of the WSDL as the file name, and click the Open button. A prompt displays 
asking if Domino should access the external system and import the WSDL, overwriting any 
existing code. Click the Yes button, and Domino will then import the WSDL. 
D.   Select the "Retrieve WSDL from Web" option. A window displays prompting for the 
"WSDL web address". Enter the URL of the WSDL as the Web address, and click the Open 
button. A prompt displays asking if Domino should access the external system and retrieve the 
WSDL, overwriting any existing code. Click the Yes button, and Domino will then import the 
WSDL. 
 
Answer: A 
 
QUESTION: 117  
Kevin has created a Web service consumer by importing a WSDL. He now has a script library 
including the OrderInfoClass class, with functions to call the Web service. One function is listed 
in the class as: 
Function GETCUSTNAME(ORDERNO As String) As String 
Let GETCUSTNAME = Service.Invoke("GETCUSTNAME", ORDERNO) End Function 
Here is the code Kevin has written in an action to test the function: Sub Click(Source As Button) 
Msgbox |CustName: "| & OrderInfoClass.GETCUSTNAME(Inputbox$("Order:")) & |"| End 
Sub 
Kevin has a Use statement in the Options area referencing the script library. But when he tries to 
open the application and run the test action, a "Variable not declared: GETCUSTNAME" error 
displays. How can Kevin fix the code in the test action? 
 
 
 
A.   Add this line before the Msgbox statement: Dim GETCUSTNAME As Variant 
B.   Add this line before the Msgbox statement: Dim GETCUSTNAME As NotesWebService 
C.   Add this line before the Msgbox statement: Dim OrderInfoClass As New OrderInfoClass 
D.   Add this line before the Msgbox statement: Dim OrderInfoClass As New NotesWebService 
 
 
 
Answer: C 
 
QUESTION: 118  



What is the benefit of the mappings file generated by Designer when working with LotusScript 
Web service-enabled script libraries? 
 
 
 
A.   It precompiles the LotusScript code prior to the call to the Web service. 
B.   It allows the generation of WSDL files from any Web service-enabled script library. 
C.   It allows for translation between LotusScript and Java Web service libraries in Designer. 
D.   It enables the reuse of namespace constants among script libraries, allowing them to be 
combined in a common library. 
 
 
 
Answer: D 
 
QUESTION: 119   
Adriana has imported a WSDL file into her Script Library design element. A portion of the 
LotusScript code that has been generated appears as follows: 
Const n0 = rn:GoogleSearch 
Class ResultElement_n0 As XSD_ANYTYPE Public summary As String 
Public URL As String Public snippet As String Public title As String 
Public cachedSize As String 
Public relatedInformationPresent As Boolean 
Public hostName As String 
Public directoryCategory As DirectoryCategory_n0 
Public directoryTitle As String 
Sub NEW End Sub End Class 
What else did Designer create when this WSDL file was imported? 
 
 
 
A.   The associated Java code for the web service. 
B.   A WSNamespaces.mappings text file in the Notes data directory.  
C.   A new WSDL file used by Domino to execute the web service call. 
D.   An associated WSDL entry in the Web Services design element area. 
 
 
 
Answer: B 
 
QUESTION: 120  
Theron has a Notes Composite Application that consists of a Notes application communicating 
and interacting with a WebSphere portlet on the same page. What feature of composite 
applications allow this to occur? 
 
 
 
A.   Eclipse 



B.   Web Services 
C.   Property Broker 
D.   Websphere Portal 
 
 
 
Answer: C 
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